
LlhECTIVu; OF THJS CWfKAL Cu&*m'jffi OF THE Sfc'CP TO ALL tUMBJftt, UNITS 

ALL OThrirt UTKUCTUKj&i OH SJSCUKITr JtaAtfUttJtiS TO BE TAKEN. 

OUK PARTY ia ThE TARGET* 

With the escalation of our people's uprisings that have now engulfed a 

major part of our country and the consolidation of these uprisings by 

armed activity against the racist regime for a national democratic system 

and eventually socialism, the enemy is intensifying its reactionary ideological 

offensive and naked brutality against the time-tested vanguard of the 

working class, the SAUP, with the express purpose of obliterating our Party 

from the political arena of our country© 

SlATh UOi\ Gi tE^ LIRECTIVE. 

The historic Sixth Congress of our Party held last year took note of this 

trend and issued the following directive: 

In the light of intensifying enemy counter-offensive 
which is basea on rabid anti-communism and is 
directed at the destruction of our Party and its 
leadership, Congress instructs the CC to carry out 
all necessary and possible intelligence and security 
measures to defeat this counter-offensive© 

OVEKAhL OBLIGATION OF EACH MEMBER. 

Whilst it is generally underwood or assumed by our Party membership that it 

is at all times the primary duty of each and every member to defend the 

Party it has now become imperative that each member and unit implement this 

obligation in practice and lead our mass liberation movement in carrying out 

basic intelligence and security measures to counter the enemy onslaught* 

Every Party member belongs to a particular unit and each unit has a leader* 

All information of intelligence and security value for defending and advancing 

our national liberation and class struggle must be timeously delivered to the 

unit leader who shall pass it on to senior levels for evaluation, decision 

making and action* Preferably such information should be in written form* 

I'lliqiflji'l SECURITY 1'kAoUKEJ TO dE OBSERVED. 

Belot* we set out some basic security measures only to be known to and carried 

out in practice by each member and Party unit* This task has become compulsory 

and more urgent since bitter experience has taught us that the success of 

some n̂erny blows against us are also the result of our own ignorance rather 

than negligence, although lack of vigilance on our part cannot be ruled out* 

First and foremost, work in the Party must at ail times becconsidered as being 

conducted in conditions of illegality* Secret police, the WIS and other 

intelligence agancies plus their agents must be presumed to be active in the 

area of residence and operation and to have an interest in monitoring the 

Party in order to destiw it* It is therefore imperative that we operate 

v.-. 
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in a manner that takes this situation into account and maintain constant 

vigilance wherever we are in the interests of self defence, personal 

safety ana secutiry of our rarty ana our revolutionary alliance for the 

continuation of our revolution* 

iuach comrade must assume that he might be an object of enemy surveillance 

and/or attack* Accordingly at their homes or places of residence comrades 

should as far as possible aaopt the following procedures: 

* Try to ootain accommodation tliat cannot be subjected 
easily to permanent surveillance eg* a well situated 
flat. 

* Aake regular checks to see if your place is under 
surveillance* 

* Detected signs of surveillance by suspicious 
characters and circumstances should be reported 
immediately to the unit head or nearest comrade in ; 

command* 

* Know your neighbours and where possible/necessary 
deliberately befriend them* 

* Avoid regular/fixea route to and from as well as 
time of entry and exit from home* 

* ho one should know your daily work schedule* 

* ho one should know where you lock your secret 
documents nor have the key and access to them* 

* insure that your place is secure from illegal entry 
and whenever poasioie clear off ideal spots for 
laying an ambush wnen you enter/exit and keep your 
entrance/exit lit at night* 

* For cases of emergency and retreatf have alternative 
exits from the house* 

* Regular meetings, frequent visits to and unnecessary 
exposure of a home of a comrade and one's own home 
as well as Party work places must be avoided* 

* Always have alternative meeting places* 

* Try to avoid driving your car toand parking it at 
a comrade's home* 

* Never disclose the addresses of other comrades1 

houses to other persons or comrades unless absolutely 
necessary and unless you have been authorised to do 
so by the comrade concerned. 

* hever identify another comrade to a person who is not 
a comrade* 

* Do not rewal your political and tarty relationship 
to non-party memours and/or an outsider* 

* The unit head must JLUOW the addresses and phone numbers (if any) 

of all members for alerting them in the event of an emergency* 

* Only an agreed phone code should be used* 

* Each member must have at least two alternative prior arrangements 
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for use in the event of an alert or emergency. Never leave 

behind sensitive or incriminating documents when retreating from usual 

home* 

* The unit head is responsible for informing the unit members 

and keeping contact with them in the event of precautionary 

measures having been taken© 

ViiKICLaS. 

* Security of the vehicle at home and place of work must be 

observed each day* 

* tach day carry out discreet car checks, particularly in the 

morning to ensure tftat the vehicle lias not been tampered with 

Dy adopting the following minamum procedures: 

** Check for camouflaged sticky tape or other material on 
doors, bonnetand boot. Check for any other indicators 
of interference with the vehicle© 

** Check the belly of vehicle, behind the wheels, the exhaust 
- for heat detonateable devices© 

** Check the engine - the ignition system, battery, coil, 
distributor and other parts of the electrical system for 
any strange wiring and connections© 

** If available also use car-bomb security machine© 

Meetings are potentially wery costly group targets and whenever possible 

must be avoided or replaced by secret unit meetings of a very few© 

However whenever absolutely necessary the following minimal rules of 

conspiracy should be adhered to: 

* Short notice and short duration of meeting. 

* Punctuality and dispersal at short intervals immediately 
after the termination of the meeting using different routes 
to and from the venue (the habit of socialising delays 
after meetings must be regarded as dangerous by each and 
every Party member)© 

* Safe meeting place must be pre-arranged, be security 
checked for enemy surveillance and bugging before the 
meeting© 

* Meeting must be guarded from i*s beginning to end© 

* There must be no regular place for meetings© 

* A pre-arranged code must be adopted for each meeting and 
be commonly known only to those who are arranging it© 
Publicity of this code to those not concerned o"r outsiders 
is a serious crime© 

* All comrades must conduct discreet pre-meeting counter-
surveillance on route to venue and timeously report any 
suspicious activity to relevant authority© 

* In unit meetings members are obliged to give routine 
reports on personal and common security of the Party© 
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UUrt POST A^D PHIWJ^S. 

* Strict precautionary measures must be taken with regard to all mail. 

* JNever open mail in the presence of other people or in a confined area 
eg. a small room. 

* Thoroughly examine the mail before opening it either by mechanical 
and electrical means (metal detectors) and preferably by both means* 

* Never open the mail if you suspect that it has been tampered with or 
if you do not know from whom it comes. 

* Gently feel the mail/parcel for peculiar contents, weight and wires in 
its corners. 

* Check for grease marks and whether the envelope or parcel has been 
unusually well glued or sealed, heavily wrapped and for any irregular 
features. 

* If satisfied wiat there is nothing irregular about the parcel or 
envelope, slowly and carefully open it paying constant vigilance, far 
wiring etc concealed in an manner and place where it would not be 
expected, such as the centre. 

* Avoid using mail* letters and phones for Party work. 

* Should it be absolutely necessary to use these means of communication, 
tne information conveyed through theui must be baaed on pre-arranged and 
changing codes. 

* Always assume that your phone is bugged twenty fours hours of the day 
ana therefore resort to the public telephone to transmit the short 
coded message. 

SECURITY UP DOCMiiflTS. 

* Party and other sensitive documents must be well secured and kept under 
lock and key, prefereably not at the home of top leadership members. 

* Party structures, addresses, phone numbers and real names of our personnel 
especially those of our operatives of ail levels must be coded and 
•jfeept safely lock and at secret places. 

* Uncoded information must be similiarly safely stored in a separate 
location from that where the coded material is kept. 

* Unly trusted party comrades must be utilised for dispatching Party 
information and the identity of the courier must be noted and recorded 
with the date on which the material was given to him/her. 

* Storage of Party documents must be to ensure their protection from 
the eyes and hands of outsiders, burglars, visitors or any other 
unauthorised person. 

* Stored documents must be listed, put away in an orderly way and 
regularly cross-checked against interference etc with the list sheet 
which should be stored separately. 

* Documents sent out to units for reading and discussion by units must be 
promptly returned and accounted for. Extra capies must be destroyed, as 
must those that have been discussed as well as returned copies, leaving 
the central point with only one copy for record purposes. 
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* Each unit member is responsible for and must sign for each document received 
and when returning it« 

It is the conviction of the Party that effective, active practical application 

of the above minimal security measures will go a long way to save the lives 

of Party members and its property from destruction by the enemy* 

All-round constant vigilance, vigilance and once more vigilance, comrades, 

is the mother of victory! 

September 19&5© 
Lusaka© 


